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STOP
PRESS
As we go to press the
state of play is as follows:

CATHOLIC EMPLOYERS

EXPLOIT RULES
As Newsmonth went to print, the Union
was preparing for rolling stop work action
across NSW and the ACT in support of the
working rights of members in NSW/ACT
Catholic systemic schools.
Central to this dispute is the right to
arbitration which Catholic employers
suddenly ceased to support during a case
in March this year. Further the Catholic
Commission for Employment Relations
(CCER) on behalf of the dioceses used
technical arguments in the Fair Work
Commission (FWC) to try to prevent
employees from taking protected industrial
action, the long recognised right for workers
to withdraw their labour as a last resort.
While we ultimately won our case in the
FWC, the employers by their action created
long delays for IEU members who had
moved motions to proceed with protected
action ballots many weeks before.
The Union remains extremely disappointed
that Catholic employers are taking such a view
on workers’ rights, despite the advocacy for
industrial action and arbitration by church
leaders since the late 19th century. Australian
bishops spoke strongly on these issues during
the WorkChoices dispute a decade ago.
As reported in this Newsmonth, ACTU
Secretary Sally McManus in her address to
the IEU AGM on 21 October called on the IEU

to join the campaign to change the 'broken
rules' that deny industrial rights and foster
inequality and disadvantage. CCER pays lip
service to its commitment to workers’ rights,
but with Catholic school employees it has
persistently sought to not ‘change the rules’,
but ‘exploit the rules’.
Protected action ballots
IEU members in over 500 schools in NSW
and the ACT committed to the protected
action ballot process with as Sally said all the
“ridiculous processes” and “hurdles that tip
the power in favour of the employer.”
Attendance ballot schools
The Australian Electoral Commission (AEC)
agreed to conduct an attendance ballot in
69 schools across NSW and the ACT and
a resounding 97% of these ballots were
successful. This was an amazing outcome
given the timing (early in Term 4) and the
number of absent members due to leave,
part time etc. There were also a number of
problems with the roll. The YES vote was
strong in all schools including the two that
missed out on the 50% quorum.
Postal ballots
Most schools were subject to postal ballots
and there was a myriad of problems and a

mixed outcome across dioceses. Slower
delivery from Australia Post meant that it was
difficult for members to receive and return
ballots within the time frame. The AEC,
which conducted the ballots, was unable to
process the large volume of complaints and
members were disenfranchised as a result of
this. Multiple ballots arriving at homes during
the same time also confused the issue. Still
many schools were successful in reaching
the quorum and we praise Reps and
members for this achievement. Schools with
disappointing outcomes will be invited to
reballot and we are exploring private
providers with email ballot options.
Resolution of the dispute
The Union made direct overtures to the
Catholic Commission for Employment
Relations (CCER) to discuss settlement of
all outstanding matters in late August, but
the employers declined to engage in such
a discussion. Instead they continue to
threaten members with no pay rises and a
non Union agreement.
The IEU thanks members for their support
of this campaign and in their resolve to
defend basic industrial rights.
Gloria Taylor Deputy Secretary

1. Dioceses have said they will
circulate the final draft of the
enterprise agreement (EA) to
employees no later than
Monday, 14 November with
a vote to occur starting from
21 November.
2. No diocese has signed a revised
work practice agreement with
the Union and some are a long
way from being finalised.
3. One diocese has said the
disputes procedure will be
on 'leave reserved' – that means
matters that are not agreed can
be argued at a later date before
the Industrial Commission.
This is not normally possible
with agreements in the federal
system and resolution of issues
by the Commission is one key
issue employers are opposing.
4. The Union has not yet received
a response to the many
EA issues raised by us in mid
September and we have only
just received the draft EA that
will be put to the vote, as we go
to press.
5. Even if employees vote ‘yes’
to the EA, dioceses have said
pay rises will not be paid until
the EA is approved by the Fair
Work Commission. With current
delays before the Commission,
approval is unlikely to occur
until well into Term 1 2018.
Dioceses should pay the
increases now while we
continue to negotiate.

McManus: It’s time to change the rules
Australia is facing huge
challenges, with the
rules that made Australia
fair for working people
“really, truly broken,”
ACTU Secretary Sally
McManus told the IEUA
NSW/ACT Branch AGM
on Saturday, 21 October.
The ACTU is launching
a campaign Change the
Rules, calling for working
people to push politicians into creating a fairer system.
McManus said the rules were broken when workers
have to bargain for arbitration
“I know the Catholic employers are trying to take
away the very important right you have to an industrial
umpire,” she said.
“It used to be we didn’t have to bargain for it, it was
part of the automatic rights of every worker. It was easy

for workers to enforce their enterprise agreements
or awards.”
McManus said it was a basic human right to withdraw
labour as a last resort.

“The ridiculous processes
you’re having to go through with
Protected Action Ballot Orders –
all those hurdles tip the power in
favour of the employer.”
“The Liberal Government loves deregulation except
when it comes to our rights. There’s so much red tape and
legislation around enterprise bargaining it’s not funny.
“The ridiculous processes you’re having to go through
with Protected Action Ballot Orders – all those hurdles tip
the power in favour of the employer.
“Let’s start by freeing up those rights and taking away
the red tape and legislation and making things fairer.”

McManus said inequality was at a 70-year high yet
a decision had been taken that meant 700,000 of the
lowest paid workers would lose their penalty rates.
“How can it be we have a system where the lowest
paid workers are given a pay cut like that?”
There was record low wage growth yet profits in the
private sector were up. The rules were broken for people
suffering wage theft at the hands of multinationals not
paying the minimum wage and the minimum wage was
not enough to keep people out of poverty anyway.
Casual workforce
McManus said 40% of workers were now in insecure
casual work.
“But are they really casual – they are in jobs for years
and years or in rolling contracts that just go on for year
after year?”
The rules are broken when it comes to taxes, she said.
Half of foreign corporations and a third of Australian
ones paid no tax.
continues page 12

Bargaining in NSW
Christian schools
Carol Matthews
Assistant Secretary
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The current NSW Christian Schools
Teaching Staff Multi-Enterprise Agreement
(MEA) expires in December and the Union
is bargaining for a new agreement with
employers.
For the first time, the Association of
Independent Schools (AIS) is representing
a small group of schools covered by this
MEA. However nearly 50 schools continue
to be represented by the Christian Schools
Association. The Union is holding separate
meetings with the AIS and CSA and each
group of schools will be covered by a different
MEA from 2018. Both employer groups intend
to put an MEA to the vote of teachers in the
relevant schools in November.
AIS schools
These negotiations are close to finalised.
The AIS is proposing no change to the
conditions under the MEA and has provided
a draft enterprise agreement to the Union.
The schools have substantially improved their
pay offer to 2.3% in 2018 and 2.5% in 2019 and
2020. The Union expects that an enterprise
agreement will be circulated to schools shortly.

CSA schools
CSA schools are proposing a significant
reduction to personal leave (sick leave and
personal/carer’s leave) in the new MEA. It
is clear that under the new arrangements
schools intend to reduce both the annual
entitlement to personal leave and access to
carer’s leave for existing teachers and new
teachers. The Union has advised CSA that
we do not accept these changes and will be
advising members to vote against the new
MEA unless there are significant improvements
to personal leave. We have not yet received
a draft of the proposed MEA nor of the
proposed new personal leave clause.
The final pay offer has not been confirmed
in writing but the Union expects to reach
agreement on this issue.
What next
Members should discuss these issues with
colleagues to ensure they are informed about
the issues in the bargaining. In each case
the vote on a new MEA will be conducted
school by school. Particularly in CSA schools,
it is essential that principals and business
managers receive immediate feedback from
teachers that they do not agree to a reduction
in personal leave.

SDA
schools
The Union has met with
members in schools in the
Greater Sydney Conference
of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church to discuss their views
on a proposed enterprise
agreement. We also provided
detailed written feedback
and met with representatives
of the conference to discuss
our concerns about the draft.
However, the conference
did not agree to make any
changes at the meeting.
We are also seeking a
meeting with representatives
of the North NSW Conference
of the Seventh-day Adventist
Church about a draft
enterprise agreement. This
agreement was originally
circulated to employees
without following the
necessary legal step of
advising employees of their
rights to be represented in
negotiations. There was also
no consultation with the
Union. The Union has sought
a meeting to discuss our
concerns and expect this to
occur shortly.

Orderly transition
for pre 2004 teachers

Mark Northam

Assistant Secretary

Members are aware that 1 January 2018 is the
commencement date for all pre 2004 teachers to transition
into the NSW Education Standards Authority.
The steps are: have a Working With Children Check (WWCC);
pay the NESA invoice, which should arrive later in 2017 and then
commence maintenance of accreditation over a five year (full time)
or seven year cycle for casuals and part timers.
Professional development undertaken as part of the 100 hours
can only commence post 1 January 2018. It is not incumbent upon
an individual to establish a NESA account. This task is undertaken
by your employer.
The Union has been involved in refining the requirements
attached to the draft Proficient Teacher Accreditation Policy. Core
developments are as follows:
• The requirement to submit a Maintenance of Accreditation
Report at the end of each cycle has been dispensed with. The
Teacher Accreditation Authority (a system of schools or an

individual school) will determine if a teacher’s practice continues
to meet the standards. These processes have a multiplicity of
names.
• Teachers will be required to complete at least 100 hours of
professional learning in their maintenance period (five years for a
full time teacher and seven years for casuals or part timers).
Principals will no longer have to verify teacher identified
Professional Learning.
• Teachers will no longer have to address all seven standards and
all standard descriptors from Standard 6. This frees teachers to
shape their own professional needs.
Importantly, a teacher has to declare in the final three months of
their maintenance period that they have maintained the standards
for Proficient Teachers. After the completion of the declaration,
a teacher’s Teacher Accreditation Authority must attest that the
teacher has maintained their practice against the Standards.
“The activities and practices that form the basis of this attestation
will be comprised of processes that are in place in the school/
service, and will not generate additional requirements for the
teacher,” the NESA Proficient Teacher Accreditation policy says.

AGM COVERAGE

What has your Union
been doing this year?
deny individuals access to relief from unfair dismissal and
where cases go against them (as they almost always do),
they endeavour to circumvent the orders of the FWC.
I also highlight the plight of our members in the ACT
Early Learning Centres who were rudely and unnecessarily
removed from the 2015 Enterprise Agreement and
promised they would get their own EA immediately
afterwards. That agreement was finally made in February
2017. Parramatta Counsellors achieved an EA in September
following negotiations which commenced in 2013 and
the employer has largely abandoned negotiations for
Parramatta CEO (CEDP now) office staff which commenced
at the same time.
Pay rises
There is no doubt that making and enforcing industrial
instruments is a core part of the work of unions. In both
ELICOS and the ECS sectors, the IEU has achieved above
average pay increases in some EAs with an increasing
number of our early childhood members reaching parity or
near parity with teachers in schools.
We have long argued that teachers are teachers
regardless of where they work and have much unfinished
business on behalf of early childhood members where
we have devoted considerable time and resources to our
Equal Remuneration Case which we hope will be heard
next year. This is another long term commitment with work
this year focusing on finding an appropriate comparator
and collecting witness statements. In 2018 as the case heads
to the courtrooms, our budget makes provisions for the
legal expenses we will incur.
Our early childhood members who in NSW were
accredited en masse mid last year and entered their first
maintenance of accreditation phase were provided access
to registered online PD by the Union partnership with
Teacher Learning Network (TLN).

The following is an extract from my report to the IEUA
NSW/ACT Branch Annual General Meeting. To read the
full version see http://www.ieu.asn.au/news-publications/
news/2017/january/john-quessys-report-agm
As the year wends its way towards its inevitable close, I
cannot but be mindful of Shakespeare’s observation “True
it is that we have seen better days”. On the world stage, we
witness posturing from almost all world leaders as famine,
poverty, disease, oppression, civil war and ethnic cleansing
displace millions of our fellow man yet countries such as
ours harden their hearts and close doors to those displaced
by events not of their making.
In our own world of education and industrial relations
in NSW and the ACT, we have witnessed some of the
most shameful and disgraceful behaviours by employers,
particularly Catholic employers and among the most appalling
and ignorant decisions ever made by education ministers.
Federal Education Minister Simon Birmingham bungled
any attempt to introduce a ‘needs based’ school funding
model by consulting with none of those who actually
operate schools. The model he proposed and that the
Senate accepted will see many millions of dollars ploughed
into some of the most expensive schools in the country
leaving poorer schools worse off.
Puppeteer
The year has been one of outrageous behaviour by
Catholic system employers across NSW and the ACT and it
is unclear whether their appointed mouthpiece, CCER is the
puppet or the puppeteer.
Years of assuring the Union that we had agreed access
to arbitration was exposed for the deception that it was in
March when the Archdiocese of Canberra and Goulburn
questioned the IEU right to refer a dispute over term dates
to arbitration without the consent of the employer. When
the Union questioned whether this new “access only with

consent” was now the position of all 11 dioceses, we were
unable to get a direct answer.
In June, a decision by the full bench of the FWC when
ruling on a matter in an unrelated industry issued an
interpretation of the Fair Work Act which said that the FWC
had no power to arbitrate a dispute without the consent
of the parties involved in the dispute. We had our answer
and requested CCER to give that consent in a reworded
Dispute Settlement clause. We asked that they put into
the EA what they had twice assured the Union in previous
years. The Industrial Annexure provides a full explanation of
this matter and how the attitude and behaviour of Catholic
employers escalated into prolonged delays, hearings
before the FWC and industrial action.
This time last year some 450 independent schools
were voting on an enterprise agreement which was
ultimately endorsed and in late February, the Union
concluded negotiations with 10 dioceses for a new EA to
cover principals. Astute observers might note that these
agreements were concluded before Catholic employers
reneged on their assurances to the Union regarding
arbitration and well before the ruling of the FWC in June.
It is a pathetic for them to now advance an argument that
the Union position taken before an event and its outcomes
were known did not include the knowledge arising from
those events.
Hypocrisy
It is imperative to highlight the astonishingly hypocritical
behaviour of Sydney Catholic Schools in their treatment of
staff who are subject to criminal charges. While advocating
that Cardinal George Pell is entitled to the presumption
of innocence (to which he is absolutely entitled), SCS
continues to terminate the employment of lay staff who
face charges with total disregard for the presumption of
innocence or for the outcome of those cases. They seek to

Child Protection
Since our last AGM, there have been significant changes
to legislation relating to Child Protection in NSW and a new
Reportable Conduct scheme adopted in the ACT. This new
arrangement is largely modelled on the NSW system. The
Child Protection annexure provides significant detail and
addresses the growing number of cases the Union handles
following allegations. In most instances, this merely requires
advising and supporting members with a response to those
allegations however representation in courts and tribunals
may also be necessary.
Unfortunately, investigation processes often leave
much to be desired and members are denied easy access
to detailed information and alleged ‘evidence’. The
intersection between allegations, charges, the WWCC and
accreditation or registration has become complex and we
advise all members to get Union advice is soon as they are
told of an allegation and certainly before responding.
Members frequently report that school based PD and
training in this area sadly lacking, that procedures are not
known or not followed and that unnecessary delays and
distress is the result.
Malek Fahd
The Malek Fahd saga has been playing out for several
years however the short version is that on several
occasions, the school has been threatened with closure
due to the likely loss of Government funding. Over this
period, Organisers have attended dozens of Chapter
meetings and visits to the school. We have been
instrumental in compelling the school authorities to keep
members informed, had more than 22 temporary staff
made permanent, others reclassified and correctly paid,
chased up unpaid superannuation and intervened to
ensure that the school adhered to its obligations towards
those working towards accreditation or maintaining
accreditation.
When at the end of Term 2 the school conceded that it
might not reopen in Term 3, our Officers worked with NESA
officials to guarantee that those many members who were
continues page 12
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Present tense #ChangeTheRules
Kendall Warren
Organiser

During October, your correspondent had the
opportunity to hear several speakers discussing the
current state of industrial law in Australia, and it is clear
that things need to change.
At present, nearly all employees in Australia are covered
by the provisions of the Fair Work Act, which was passed
by the Rudd government in 2009. In many ways, this Act
was a big improvement on the legislation it replaced,
the deeply anti-worker WorkChoices, introduced by the
Howard government in 2006, but nevertheless the FWA
contains many flaws. It is the view of the Australian trade
union movement, including the IEU, that these laws should
be changed.
In mid October, your correspondent attended a
symposium at Maurice Blackburn, the high profile
industrial law firm. We were addressed by Jim Stanford, of
FutureWork, Rae Cooper, from Sydney University Business
School, and Josh Bernstein of Maurice Blackburn.
Stanford discussed the decline of egalitarianism in
Australia over the last 40 years, noting that while profits
have increased by 30% in recent years, investment is down,
or in his words “business does less, but gets more”. He also
noted that productivity is up and rising, but the wage share
of the economy is flat and declining.
He also addressed the problem of ‘free riding’, under
which union achieve benefits on behalf of their members,
but all workers (whether members or not) benefit. This has
been one cause of the decline of union membership – why
join when you get the benefits? And a good reason why
you should be speaking to your non member colleagues
and remind them of the benefits that come from union
membership.

Bernstein addressed the hostile laws that apply to
unions, the hostile political space that demonises unions
as something to ‘control’, and a hostile business sector.
While the Australian experience has many good things (eg
an award system), the heavy limits on industrial action,
or arbitration, for example, make it hard to enforce these
benefits.
Finally, Cooper looked at how these limitations
of the Australian industrial system affect women in
particular, noting that the union movement is becoming
progressively female (as work in general moves away
from manufacturing, and more into the fields of health
and education), and arguing that unions need to be more
responsive to the needs and wants of women workers
(something that I’m pleased to note the IEU already does
well).
This seminar was followed by an address at the IEUA
AGM on 21 October from Sally McManus, the Secretary of
the ACTU. Since taking on the role in March, McManus has
been very vocal in arguing that the Fair Work Act is flawed,
and needs a fundamental overhaul. She has noted that
wage growth is at historic lows, and argues that this is in no
small part due to industrial laws that greatly limit bargaining
and industrial action.
Under McManus’ leadership, the ACTU has instigated the
'Change the Rules' campaign, to pressure governments and
businesses into freeing up the limitations on the legislation
that governs our lives at work. The IEU fully supports this
campaign, and we encourage all of you to get involved.
Details can be found at https://www.australianunions.org.
au/change_the_rules.
Australian Pacific College
One real world example of the limitations of the Fair
Work Act can be seen in the negotiations for a new
agreement at Australian Pacific College. The last agreement

expired in September 2016, and members and their Union
immediately started pushing for negotiations for a new
agreement. The college stonewalled for a time, and then
made clear that they did not want a new agreement at all,
wanting to ‘harmonise’ employees with the modern award.
As the award contains pay rates some 8% lower than the
agreement, members at the college were in no doubt what
‘harmonising’ meant!
The Act does contain provisions under which employees
can force an employer to bargain (so-called ‘good faith
bargaining’), and after nearly all teachers signed a petition
calling on the college to start negotiations, the college
eventually backed down, and discussions commenced
in March.
However, just because the parties started talking, it does
not mean there was smooth sailing. The college offered a
blanket refusal to all of the Union’s claims, and tried to insist
that the new agreement be ‘grandfathered’ for existing
teachers, and that any new teachers go on the award.
Naturally, this was resisted.
Eventually, common sense prevailed, and a settlement
was reached in October for an agreement (with no
grandfathering) offering 5.5% over three years (starting in
January 2018), along with a lump sum payment in lieu of
back pay, and a very basic provision on domestic violence
leave (unpaid). IEU Rep Peter Blankevoort was tireless at
the workplace, and it is no small thanks to him that an
agreement was finally reached.
This is a decent settlement, in line with arrangements
at other colleges, and considering where it started, an
excellent outcome. But it perhaps the most damning
assessment of the Act that ‘success’ in bargaining has such
a low bar, and the need for change is clear.

Gonski: Review to achieve educational
excellence in Australian schools
IEU was invited in recent times to
participate in a consultation process
in relation to the deployment
of school funding over the next
decade. IEUA Federal Secretary
Chris Watt lead the delegation.
The review's brief was to improve
student outcomes (as measured
by national and international
testing) across all cohorts and
improve school leavers in gaining
employment or further training. A
tall order by any measure.
The teaching profession is central to
the review but is not readily embraced
by the agenda.
Recommendations for the review
will flow to the Federal Government for
consideration. IEU adopted a view that
time for teachers (during the course of
the standard working day) to work in
teams was the overarching need.
It is unsurprising to IEU members that
their face to face teaching requirements
are beyond the vast majority of OECD
countries. A reduction in teaching
load would provide a capacity to
meet significant demands made of
teachers. These range from compliance
accountabilities to accreditation
matters and importantly differentiated
learning. The imposition of multiple
expectations upon teachers must be
managed.
The Union went on to relate
experiences about data collection and
data walls and the teacher time lost to
such practices. The unnecessary and
intrusive nature of having to visualise
what teachers already know and have
records of is of particular interest to the
Union.
Union President Christine Wilkinson
covered VET education and transition
4
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to employment. The impact of dual
credentialing and two layers of
expectations (both ASQA and NESA)
were outlined.
Whilst technically outside the remit
of the review, the IEU spoke of the
significant salary differentials for early
childhood teachers and the impact of
this on the profession
The Union reiterated its long held
view that while bodies like AITSL make
recommendations regarding best
practice in mentoring and induction,
they do not translate readily into
industrial agreements to ensure those
best practices become part of the
educational landscape.
The role and need for additional
para professionals was outlined.
The complexity of a teacher's role
“to be counsellors, researchers or
data analysts” as well as to teach,
was reported on recently by the UN
Educational Scientific and Cultural
Organisation. The UNESCO report
provides an imperative for change and
additional staffing for schools would
promote a focus on learning.
Standardised testing and its well
known limitations on teaching and
learning was discussed at length.
NAPLAN, the Union indicated, should
have its intent and purpose revisited.
Enhancing and valuing teacher
judgement at school level must be
given primacy.
While the UNESCO report was issued
post the panel meeting, it substantiates
the Union view that standardised
testing does not necessarily correlate
to improved student outcomes.
Mark Northam Assistant Secretary

In October, IEU showed their support for
10 days paid family and domestic violence
leave at a rally in Farrer Place. Unions NSW
Secretary Mark Morey, alongside other union
representatives and survivors of domestic
and family violence, demanded that the
government act to end violence against
women. 52 women have died since the 2016
meeting of COAG on the issue, and still there
has been no government commitment to
introduce paid domestic violence leave.

Lismore

Chance of resolution
passed over
IEU officers and reps handed
over petitions carrying the
signatures of thousands of
members in September calling
for a resolution to the Catholic
school dispute.
Each of the 11 dioceses in NSW
and the ACT had a visit from an IEU
delegation, who handed over the
petitions calling for employers to
enter negotiations on the right to
arbitration.
IEU Secretary John Quessy said
the Union offered the employers
a chance to resolve the dispute
without the need for industrial
action.
However, that opportunity was
not accepted.
In Parramatta, Patricia Murnane,
McCarthy Catholic College Emu
Plains and Antony Walsh, St Mark’s
Catholic College Stanhope Gardens,
delivered a petition with 1460
signatures to the CEO.
At the Wollongong Diocese,
IEU Support Staff Vice President

Canberra urn
and Goulb

Carolyn Collins, South Coast Sub
Branch President Val Jones and Holy
Spirit College Rep Katrina Pickering
handed over a petition of more than
1000 signatures.
IEU Reps Michael Namrell, Jeff
Pratt, Jenny Allen and Ern Sandral
and IEU Officer Sandra White
attended Lismore CEO to hand
over the petition signed by 100s of
members from 44 schools.
At the Maitland-Newcastle
Diocese, the delegation presented
an articulate argument regarding
the importance of arbitration, and
a petition with more than 2000
names on it.
At the Archdiocese of Canberra
and Goulburn, IEU Reps Dave
Connor, St Mary Mackillop
College and Alison Marks, Rosary
Primary Catholic School, handed
over the petition signed by more
than a 1000 members.

Bathurst

Wollongong
Newcastle

Wagga

Broken Bay

Armidale

Sydney

Early childhood student teachers:

It pays to belong to the IEU
Many young teachers working in the early
childhood sector are unaware of the great variation
in salaries and conditions being offered by different
employers.
This can be the cause for some consternation when
young teachers accept their first contract, only to find
out that they are being paid much less, in some cases,
than their colleagues working in primary or secondary
schools.
This situation is made even worse by many young
teachers not being aware of the conditions that are
enforceable by law, and the role that trade unions play in
improving and enforcing pay and working conditions.
This is one of the reasons that IEU invests a lot of time
in speaking with preservice teachers, as well as offering
them complimentary IEU student membership.
Recently IEU Organisers Lisa James and Keith Heggart
spoke to a group of final year early childhood teachers at
the University of Sydney.

Lisa (pictured) was able to draw on her wealth of
experience, both as an early childhood teacher and also
working to represent the sector, to show how important
Union membership is.
There were horrified gasps from some students when
they realised they might be paid up to 30% less than
primary school teachers in some centres!
Lisa also spoke about the importance of being part
of the Union for negotiating enterprise agreements
and ensuring that you are being paid correctly –
especially when it comes to things like overtime and
superannuation. Needless to say, there was a flurry of
students keen to join at the end of the session.
Keith Heggart IEU Organiser
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Renewed
strength
in battle for
equal pay
There were over 200 supporters at the
Equal Pay Dinner, hosted in September
by Unions NSW. The dinner paid tribute
to decades of struggle for pay justice for
women workers.
Guest speaker was Clea Smith, twice
Cricket World Cup winner and national
manager of the Australian Cricketers
Association, who spoke of the cricketers’
most recent wage negotiations and positive
outcome. She attributed the players’ success
to unity, ruthless advocacy and the use of
collective experience and knowledge in
pursuit of pay justice.
Other speakers included Unions NSW
Secretary Mark Morey and Research Officer
Kate Minter.

Assistant Secretary IEUA NSW/ACT Pam
Smith attended the dinner with other IEU
representatives who had been actively
campaigning on equal pay for many years.
“The IEU is proud to have taken its
place with other unions and women’s
committees, fighting for decades to remove
the pay gap.
“Early childhood teachers don’t have
pay parity with comparative professionals
such as primary school teachers or for that
matter with male engineers, IT professionals
or scientists. Our Union argues that this is
because early childhood teachers are mainly
female and are seen to be in a ‘caring’ role.
“We are currently taking our case to the
Fair Work Commission and look forward

to presenting evidence by the end of this
year,” said Smith.
Equal pay gap short changes women
The national equal pay gap has hovered
between 15% and 19% for the past 20 years.
Currently, the equal pay gap is 16.2%. This
means that women earn on average $261.10
less per week than men.
The gendered income inequality is
magnified in retirement due to the current
superannuation arrangements. The
Australian Human Rights Commission
Report, Accumulating Poverty; Women’s
Experience over Lifetime (2009) has
shown that the average superannuation
payouts to women are just over half that

of men, with many women having little or
no superannuation. This is despite more
women participating in the paid workforce
than ever before.
In addition, women, particularly single
women, are at greater risk of experiencing
poverty, housing stress and homelessness.
Women are effectively losing a year’s
income every 5.5 years. It is time to address
this unfairness.
“In Australia we must redouble our
efforts to achieve gender equality and the
IEUA NSW/ACT Branch is putting significant
resources into this battle for early childhood
teachers,” said Smith.

Position Vacant
IEU Organiser Sydney

This new form of slavery
The IEU Executive has voted to join
the First Nations Workers Alliance.
The Alliance has formed under the
auspices of the ACTU and is dedicated
to overturning the Community
Development Program. The extract below
is from the FNWA’s website:
“All Australians deserve the opportunity
to have a good, steady job and the dignity
of work. The Turnbull Government’s
Community Development Program (CDP)
is depriving tens of thousands of people
of that opportunity. It’s punitive, heavy
handed and racially discriminatory and the
Union movement is determined to see it
removed.”
The problem
CDP workers are not actually classified as
workers. They get well below the minimum
wage (the dole pays $11.60/hour or $290/
week) for working for 25 hours a week for
non profit and now for profit businesses.
They are not covered by the Fair
Work Act, they don’t have Federal OHS
6
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protections or workers compensation and
they can’t take annual leave, sick leave or
carer’s leave.
Those under the CDP are forced to work
up to three times longer than city based
jobseekers to receive welfare payments.
Since July 2015, less than 3500 Indigenous
participants found full time or part time
work lasting six months or more.
CDP workers have 70 times the financial
penalties imposed upon them than non
remote dole workers.
Fines for missing activities under CDP,
which coverers a tiny fraction of the
population, account for more than half
the total penalties across the entire welfare
system.
Individuals can also join the alliance.
Check out www.fnwa.og.au
Marilyn Jervis Convenor, Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Advisory Committee

The Union is currently seeking applications for a fulltime Organiser to be
based in one of our Sydney offices (Ultimo or Parramatta). The successful
applicant will ideally commence duties in Term 1 2018. Members from all
sectors of non government education are invited to apply.
Duties
Duties will include school visits, industrial representation of members
and the implementation of IEU campaigns. Familiarity with issues
affecting early career teachers and a capacity to relate to them is
highly desirable. Some weekends and evening work will be required.
Overnight travel may also be necessary and a current driver’s licence
is essential.
Conditions
The successful applicant will be appointed under contract by
the Executive of the Union and accountable to the Secretary in the
first instance.
Salary will be in accordance with the IEU Officers salary scale that has
links to the Sydney Catholic Schools teachers’ rates. Starting salary is
usually one incremental step above that which a member would earn
in 2018.
IEU Organisers retain their membership of the Union and are non
voting members of the IEU Council.
Appointment
Applications must be made in writing, setting out background,
experience and other relevant material, including union involvement,
that might support the application and forwarded to:
The Secretary
IEUA NSW/ACT Branch
GPO Box 116
SYDNEY NSW 2001
Email helen@ieu.asn.au

All applications must be received by midday, Monday, 20 November. For
further information and a role description outline, please contact Helen
Gregory on 8202 8900 or 1800 467 943 or helen@ieu.asn.au

TMB signs on for
another year
Teachers Mutual Bank and IEU recently signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) committing the
bank to another year supporting the IEU, including the
annual IEU Environment Grants. Every year schools are
selected for a $3000 grant for environmental projects they
are running.
This year’s winners were: Phillipa Maher for Valla Community
Preschool, Valla Beach, Cultivating a sustainable community;
Claire Burrows for St Mary’s Primary School, Moruya, Operation
chicken coop; Michael Peck and Phil Baldock for St Clare’s
College, Waverley, The green thumb project; Brett Bennett
for Bishop Druitt College, Coffs Harbour, Frog habitat bush
regeneration; Amber Erasmus for Green Point Christian
College, Green Point, Put the green in Green Point; Jenny
Zerial and Chris Gawidziel for St Pius’ Catholic Primary School,
Enmore, St Pius’ market garden and Lynette Funnell for
Lismore Preschool Inc, Getting back on track.

Above: TMB Stakeholder
Manager Conor Kiernan and
IEU Assistant Secretary Mark
Northam sign the MOU
Left: Michael Peck,
the Administration
Coordinator at St Clare’s
College, Waverley, won the
TMB/IEU environment grant
for the school’s market
garden
Below: School Support
Officer Jenny Zerial and Year
4 Teacher Chris Gawidziel at
St Pius Primary won for their
Green Thumbs Project

Green thumbs
St Clare’s plan to use the money to further develop the
Green Thumbs Project, a project that uses gardening to assist
students with disabilities.
Currently, there are six students enrolled in the program, and
they are growing a range of vegetables, including tomatoes,
radishes, parsley and capsicums. With the money from the
grant, the plan is to establish a three tiered vertical garden
system to increase the output of the gardens. In addition, the
school is going to establish a worm farm, in order to develop
their own fertilizer.
One of the challenges that this will overcome is the lack of
space at the school. There are more than 500 students, but
Administration Coordinator Michael Peck and Phillip Baldock,
the Learning Support Teacher in charge of Green Thumbs,
have found a way to use vertical walls. Michael, who has been
at the school for almost two years, said, "We really wanted to
show other people what can be done in a limited space.”
Quality, not quantity
For a small inner Sydney school, St Pius certainly has big
plans for environmental action and sustainability. In addition to
working on the local metro supermarket gardens, students at
St Pius also manage their own market garden, growing a range
of fresh produce to use in the canteen and also at home.
St Pius won their grant under the guidance of School
Support Officer Jenny Zerial and Year 4 Teacher Chris
Gawidziel. Chris, who has been at the school for two years and
heads up the market garden program, said, “We want to use
the money from the IEU to develop what we have already in
place and extend it even further.”
This will include more garden beds, more pots and seedling
trays and perhaps even greenhouses in the future – certainly a
lot for the 180 students at the school.

Divided loyalties for principals
Appreciation is expressed to Catholic systemic
sector principals for their understanding and support
during the current negotiations for a new Enterprise
Agreement for teachers and general employees.
The Union is aware that principals can feel divided
loyalties during industrial campaigns but in this instance,
the arbitration issue is of vital importance to all NSW/ACT
Catholic systemic employees, including principals.
Unfortunately, misinformation has been circulated in
some dioceses that the IEU did not raise concerns about
the wording in relation to arbitration in the principals’ EAs.
This is quite disingenuous as the principals’
agreements were negotiated before the arbitration issue
arose in 2017 in a Canberra-Goulburn matter. At the time
of finalising the principals’ EAs, the IEU assumed that
Catholic employers were acting in good faith and would
honour long standing arrangements in regard to dispute
resolution and other matters.

Educational and professional issues
The IEU valued the opportunity to meet with Sydney
Archdiocese inner west principal members at Burwood
on 14 September. NESA and accreditation issues were
on the agenda and IEU Assistant Secretary Mark Northam
presented an update on the changes to maintenance of
accreditation from 2018.
Principals’ Sub Branch members were also invited
to contribute to the Union’s input to the Review to
Achieve Excellence in Australian Schools. In essence,
the Review is considering what success in schooling
should look like for Australian students and schools,
where improvements could be made, and how these
improvements can be sustained into the future.
Principals wellbeing research
Research for the Australian Principals’ Health and
Wellbeing Survey 2017 is now underway. This annual

survey provides vital information on the wellbeing
of principals and in the past has revealed disturbing
statistics on principals’ workload and stress levels.
Survey data is vital to inform the IEU’s efforts to
improve principals’ industrial, professional and wellbeing
interests in the workplace. Teachers Health will be
present at the Term 4 Principals Sub Branch meeting at
Parramatta on 4 November. Further details are available
at: https://www.principalhealth.org/au/index.php
Principals’ meetings
A teleconference was held for principals in independent
schools on 14 September. The IEU looks forward to
meeting with principal members at forthcoming gatherings
including in the Wollongong Diocese (Campbelltown) on
22 November and in Armidale on 24 November.
Pam Smith IEU Principals Organiser
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“So, where do the
‘churchmen’ really stand on
the issues such as justice
running its course, innocent
until proven guilty, and ‘a
fair go’? Is it only for the
shepherds, not the flock?”

“Justice must be left to run its course.”
“Everyone supports just investigation of complaints
but the relentless character attacks on Cardinal Pell,
by some, stand the principle of innocent until proven
guilty on its head. Australians have a right to expect
better from their legal systems and the media. Even
churchmen have a right to a ‘fair go’.”
With cruel coincidence, the Archbishop of Sydney
issued the statement containing these passages on the
second day of IEU member Michael Toohey’s unfair
dismissal hearing. Michael had been dismissed by the
Archdiocese of Sydney’s Catholic Education Office,
Sydney Catholic Schools (SCS), almost 12 months earlier.
The reason he was dismissed was because of pending
criminal charges.
SCS dismissed Michael notwithstanding that he
protested his innocence and would fully defend the
charges. SCS had even investigated those exact same
incidents and previously determined that the complaints
had warranted nothing more serious than a warning.
In February 2017 the local court magistrate dismissed
both charges, saying “on no account on the evidence
presented could he be held criminally liable”. The
magistrate considered the decision by SCS to dismiss
the member as “not only extraordinarily harsh but
manifestly unjust”.
SCS also refused the request that it voluntarily reinstate
Michael as the charges had been dismissed. As reported
previously in Newsmonth, when SCS was confronted with
the magistrate’s observations in regard to the unfairness
of the dismissal it responded that “it is a matter for the
Fair Work Commission and not the Local Court to decide
whether the dismissal of Mr Toohey was unfair … and
whether or not reinstatement … is appropriate in the
circumstances”.
And so it was. On 26 September 2017, following a
hearing that ran to four days in total, a Deputy President
of the Fair Work Commission (FWC) found that Michael
“was denied the opportunity to respond to the reasons
for his dismissal and there were other relevant matters
that rendered the dismissal harsh and unreasonable,
in particular the other options available to SCS in
circumstances where Mr Toohey had been only charged,
not convicted, of a criminal offence. I find that the
dismissal was unfair”.
The FWC ordered that Michael be reinstated within
14 days, that the continuity of his employment be
maintained from the date of his dismissal, and that he be
paid compensation equivalent to his lost earnings since
the date the charges were dismissed.
Trampled on principle
So why did the Archdiocese trample on the principle of
innocent until proven guilty in Michael’s case? Only SCS
can truly answer that, but the Union knows that Michael’s
dismissal occurred during a series of cases throughout
which SCS tried to argue that:
The Child Protection (Working with Children) Act 2012
(‘CP(WWC)Act’) prohibits the continued employment of a
teacher charged with a prescribed offence.

In such circumstances, the continued employment is
‘illegal’ and therefore there was no dismissal by SCS; or
Alternatively, the teacher’s contract of employment is
frustrated and there was no dismissal by SCS.
Variously the FWC and the Full Court of the Federal
Court of Australia have determined that SCS was wrong
in each of these arguments, following a series of cases
commencing in early 2015. It seems that SCS wants to
immediately wash their hands of any employee who
becomes disqualified from engaging in child related work
pending the determination of court proceedings (or, to
use words similar to those of Archbishop Fisher, while
‘justice is left to run its course’).
SCS wanted to argue that it had no choice but to
dismiss, or alternatively, that it did not dismiss such
employees, because it wanted to to avoid or prevent
employees from bringing unfair dismissal applications
before the FWC.
Disengaged
Unfair dismissal applications brought before the FWC
are dealt with in two stages, conciliation and then, if no
settlement is reached, by way of arbitration. In some
senses it’s a bit like the matters in dispute presently in
relation to the EA negotiations. The approach of SCS to
conciliation in Michael’s matter was disengaged, at best.
While it’s not permitted to report on what is disclosed
during conciliation, the fact is that no settlement was
reached.
From this point the matter was listed for arbitration,
but SCS spent much of its time arguing that the FWC was
not allowed to arbitrate because there was no dismissal.
What members can take from this is that if it had been
open to SCS to simply withhold consent to the matter
proceeding to arbitration, it most definitely would have.
Had that occurred, there is no court that had the capacity
to order reinstatement. In other words, if it had been up
to SCS, Michael would have stayed unfairly sacked.
This is much the same as the present EA dispute –
there are certain EA and Work Practice matters that
employers could ignore or avoid by simply withholding
consent to arbitration.
Clearance cancelled
But sadly that’s not the end of the story. While SCS
claim to have reinstated Michael, they say he must
remain on leave until he obtains his full Working With
Children Check (WWCC) clearance. Michael’s clearance
was cancelled when he was charged, but he immediately
re-applied for it once the charges were dismissed. By law,
a person can engage in child related work as long as they
have an application pending; which he does.
However, SCS claims it has a policy that states that it
will not employ someone unless they hold a full WWCC
clearance. This policy was never produced during the
four days of hearing, but it is now relied upon by SCS as
the reason why it refuses to put Michael back to work,
and has instead placed him on paid leave. The Union
has never seen this policy, and while an employer could

make such a choice in relation to new employees,
the Union does not believe it is reasonable in respect
of existing employees. That is especially the case in a
situation such as this, where the complainant was an
adult work colleague; there is no suggestion of any risk to
children.
The High Court has previously indicated (in the
wonderfully titled 2005 case of Blackadder) that what
SCS is now doing to Michael is in plain contravention
of the reinstatement order. The High Court made clear
that reinstatement is “meant to be real and practical, not
illusory and theoretical”, and that mere payment without
being given actual work to do is insufficient.
SCS proposes to remain in contravention of the order
pending the outcome of Michael’s application for a
WWCC clearance or until 1 January 2018. Their nomination
of 1 January 2018 is significant; SCS had previously noted
that, as a pre 2004 teacher, Michael is required to be
accredited with NESA by that date.
Due to an amendment to the Teacher Accreditation Act
2004, a teacher cannot be initially accredited unless they
hold a full WWCC clearance (even though they can lawfully
engage in child related work). And so it could appear that
SCS is refusing to actually reinstate Michael in the ‘hope’ that
he may be unable to obtain accreditation by 1 January 2018.
Harsh and unreasonable
All of this, of course, is just a cursory summary of
Michael’s ordeal. That SCS refused to allow him to
remain employed while he successfully defended the
charges was, in the words of the FWC Deputy president,
“particularly harsh and quite unreasonable”, and that
Michael “and his family have suffered materially and
emotionally” as a consequence. Michael’s enrolment in
a Diaconate program conducted by the Archdiocese
(leading to ordination as a Deacon) was suspended
and has not been reinstated. A controversial letter
was sent (against Michael’s wishes) to school parents
disclosing the fact of charges. That letter directly resulted
in Michael’s daughters being bullied to the point where
both were forced to leave the college.
SCS has never once expressed any care or concern
as to how Michael and his family were affected by
its treatment of him. Instead it continues to act in
contravention of the order for reinstatement, apparently
waiting to see whether a one-off accreditation loophole
might prevent him from obtaining teacher accreditation
by the deadline.
So, where do the ‘churchmen’ really stand on the issues
such as justice running its course, innocent until proven guilty’,
and ‘a fair go’? Is it only for the shepherds, not the flock?
The decision in this case is available at: https://
www.fwc.gov.au/documents/decisionssigned/
html/2017fwc4722.htm
The full statement of Archbishop Fisher is available at:
http://cathnews.com/media-releases/873-170517sydarch-statement-on-cardinal-pell/file
Iain Bailey IEU Industrial Officer
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The fifth biennial IEUA NSW/ACT Branch
Environment Conference: ‘think, act, connect’ aimed
to provide practitioners with inspirational ideas to
take back to their schools and centres, and feedback
suggests it was successful in its aim.
Conference Convenor Gloria Taylor explained how
the conference arose from her conviction that teachers
could keep the green message alive even while the world’s
politicians floundered.
“We work hard to make sure this conference is relevant to
all who attend, with highly practical ideas,” Gloria said.
The conference was registered for four hours
accreditation with NESA.
Public School Parent of the Year 2015 and member of
the Gamilaroi people, John Blair, set the tone for the day
with the Acknowledgement of Traditional Owners. He
emphasised the connectivity between life and the land.
Keynote speaker Kirsty Costa provided a well targeted
overview of sustainability, with pointers to a thousand
useful resources on the Cool Australia website for everyone
in early childhood, primary and secondary teaching.
Participants then split off into smaller groups for a
number of workshop sessions.
After lunch participants were wowed by the ever
energetic TV gardener Costa Georgiadis, who spoke of
the need for teachers to tell an authentic story, and was
generous with his time despite having a plane to catch.

The recipients of the IEU Environment Grants then held
workshops full of practical tips about how to run projects
and apply for grants.
Journey’s start
Maryanne Dwyer from Loreto Normanhurst said her school
is just beginning its sustainability journey. Bottled water had
recently been banned and the café would only provide
coffee to those with ‘keep cups’.
‘We’re setting up a kitchen garden and really excited to
get some ideas and inspiration,” Maryanne said.
“It’s really great to be exposed to people with so much passion.”
Connect to nature
Natalie Hendricks is the librarian at Monte Sant’Angelo
Mercy College in North Sydney, and also runs the College’s
Indigenous program.
“Days like today remind us how important it is to be
connected to nature and how it grounds us,” Natalie said.
Project Mercy Action Group has a green team and Natalie
would be taking back some tips for them, especially how to
attract native bees to the garden.

“I loved the TerraCyle workshop as everything is free. It
can be a struggle to get resources so that was really useful.”
Digitally green
Sustainability is a challenge for Kym Dixon from Southern
Suburbs Mobile Preschool but she said she had picked
up some “amazing ideas” about how to engage others
in projects and how to recycle containers to encourage
children to grow plants at home, recording their growth
digitally.
IEU Environment Committee member and Bishop Druitt
College Coffs Harbour teacher Brett Bennett has an extra
incentive to learn about sustainability.
The grounds of Bishop Druitt College are home to the
endangered giant barred frog.
A creek running though the school that provides habitat
to the frog is threatened by the Pacific Highway bypass,
which will go right over it.
Brett said the students will be part of a campaign to make
sure the frog’s habitat is safeguarded. A photo of the frog
on the Department of Environment’s website was actually
taken at the school. See http://www.environment.nsw.gov.
au/threatenedspeciesapp/profile.aspx?id=10538

Free resources
Margaret O’Donnell works in the Kirinari High Support
unit at Xavier College Llandilo and said she had picked up
some “fabulous ideas” from the conference.
newsmonth - Vol 37 #7 2017
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AGM COVERAGE
continued from page 3

What has your Union been doing this year?
pre 2004 teachers had their details lodged with
NESA and secondary email addresses provided
so NESA could contact them when they
became accredited on 1 January 2018. We also
provided Professional Development on writing
resumes.
Accreditation
From 1 January 2018, the huge cohort of pre
2004 teachers in NSW will be accredited
and commence their first maintenance period.
Many have already participated in our online PD
in preparation for this however we anticipate a
massive demand in the first half of next year.
Assisting members to achieve and maintain
their accreditation in NSW or registration in
the ACT is core Union work. A member who
loses their license to teach loses their job. To
this end we continue to work with registration
authorities and try to influence policy. We
offer our expertise and knowledge of our
sector (schools and early childhood) to make
processes workable for our members and to
prohibit the loopholes which allow employers
to abuse the system. The annexures address
some such cases of abuse and articulates the
one on one assistance the IEU provides.
While our PD program focused on
accreditation issues during the year, we
engaged also with the Safe Schools Coalition,
Teachers Mutual Bank, Refugee Council of
Australia and Glen Pearsall in providing learning
experiences. Some 1500 members took
advantage of our PD program throughout the
year.
Lismore flooding
I acknowledge the tremendous efforts
of our staff in Lismore where the office was
flooded at the end of March. The entire area
was devastated however the spirit of the region
during the months of cleanup and rebuilding
was remarkable and obvious. In the words of
one of our officers “I learned a lot about the local
people and my colleagues during those weeks.
I learned that there was nothing they wouldn’t
touch, nothing they would not do to get the
place operating again”. I salute their selfless
commitment.

Rank and file
Much of our Union agenda is informed by
our committees particularly by our rank and
file member participation. The Early Childhood
Services Council, Support Staff Advisory, Women
and Equity, Environment, Education Issues
and the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Advisory Committee harness the input and
wisdom from members to construct an agenda
for action every year. On the recommendation
from the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Advisory Committee, the Union has joined the
First Nations Workers Alliance (an initiative of the
ACTU).
International
Our Union and our Branch has played its
small part on the National and International
stage over the year. Assistant Secretary Mark
Northam was part of the Harvard Trade Union
Program for six weeks at the commencement
of the year and others participated at Education
International events in Europe and Fiji. The
appropriate Annexures speak to our roles in
these forums.
Being an organisation of significant size, we
are able to provide a range of benefits to our
members including access to Teachers Health
Fund, Union Shopper, Teachers Mutual Bank
and various others. None however is as sought
after as the teacher exchange program and
quite a few members of the Council have over
the years swapped their home and their job for
an overseas experience.
Communications
There’s increasing sophistication with which
the IEU tells its story, reaches out to members
and the wider communication to gives voice
to our message. We play in various forums and
utilise a number of platforms to reach as widely
as possible in print and digital formats. For the
first time this year, we exploited Facebook Live
to answer questions submitted by members. It
proved to be a valuable and interesting medium
with greater potential for us.

continued from page 1

McManus: It’s time to change the rules
Forty-eight millionaires paid no tax, not even the
Medicare levy, and 19 spent on average
$1 million paying tax accountants to avoid tax.
The unfair changes in rules had developed over the
last 30 years, with successive governments following
neoliberal, economic rationalism or trickledown
economics, with the results being all the inequities
described above.
“It’s a flawed concept that those at the top will put
limits on their own greed and say, ‘I’ve got enough’.
It’s preposterous.
“The Government needs to do that and we need
people power to make them do that.
“The union movement has done it before, with the
living wage, equal pay for women, super. Trade unions
didn’t just sit back and say this is inevitable.
“That’s what we need to do. We need to make sure
everyone pays their fair share of tax and make sure
working people and their unions have better and
stronger rights and make sure there’s fairness in society.
“We need everyone to be part of the Change the Rules
campaign to fight for our basic rights and bring fairness back.”
A survey will be forwarded by the IEU to its members on
behalf of the Change the Rules campaign later this year
“Sign people up to a movement to fight for fairness
and create a wave of public opinion,” McManus said.
https://www.australianunions.org.au/change_the_rules
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No democracy
IEUA Hunter Valley Sub Branch delegate Phil Jirman
agreed wholeheartedly with McManus’ sentiments that
there needed to be a change of rules.
Jirman said flaws in the ballot box system had led to
voter suppression at his school, with those not present
at the school denied input, long queues stopping some
members having time to vote, and general confusion and
inconvenience around the logistics of the vote causing
problems.
“To the Union’s credit, they have led the membership
over the hoops and obstacles put in their way to achieve
‘the holy grail’ of protected action. The amount of time,
effort and cost involved seemed disproportionate to the
requirements for a democratically meaningful ballot,”
Jirman said.
“The amount of red tape seems designed to frustrate
the members in their pursuit of industrial justice. How
much did all of this cost?’
Reform welcome
South Coast Sub Branch delegate Shirley Jancetic said
she too found the ballot process difficult, especially with
the letters arriving at members’ homes during school
holidays.
“It wasn’t easy to give them advice and direction in
those circumstances,” Shirley said.

“It seems like they are making it as hard as possible for
us. Teachers can’t understand why this is all happening.
We just want it to be easy. Reform would definitely be
welcome.”
Living in fear
Mid North Coast Sub Branch delegate Mary Murtagh
said members at her school trusted the Union and
had followed instructions to participate in the on-site
ballot. Apart from a few part time teachers on those on
excursion, everyone had been able to vote.
But she said she supported the ACTU campaign to
change the rules.
“I’m annoyed about it because this is the legacy of
WorkChoices obviously, but Labor had the opportunity
to change this and did not. I’ve heard what we’ve got
now referred to as ‘WorkChoices Lite’.
“It’s ludicrous the hoops we have to go through and
members could see it was crazy.
“Sally is right about the trickledown economics. I worry
about the future of my students. I have been a teacher
for 40 years and it’s been comfortable. Now people will
never have a permanent job and they’re terrified. It’s a
disgrace.”

Labour bites

Testing times for pathology
Dorevitch Pathology workers have
once again committed to an indefinite
strike against an ‘immoral’ zero per cent
pay rise offer. Health Services Union
Secretary Diana Asmar said workers
have returned to work after issuing an
ultimatum for Dorevitch to produce a fair
pay offer or workers would strike again.
Ms Asmar said workers had waited
since 2007 for new pay deal.
“Primary Health, the company that
owns Dorevitch, issued a statement
that their profits have gone up on last
year, now at $92 million with reported
revenue at $1.7billion,” she said. “It is
immoral that they should offer their
workers a zero percent pay rise after
making them wait 10 years.”
A Dorevitch Pathology spokesperson
said they had experienced minimal
disruption to services but did not
comment on the lack of pay increases.
(Source: Border Mail)

favour of strike action, amid concerns
over zero hour contracts and working
conditions.
They were demanding a wage of at
least £10 per hour and more secure
hours, and recognition of the right to
form a trade union as employees of
the company.
Jeremy Corbyn has shown his support
to the workers who balloted to walk
out, writing on Facebook: “I met with
the Bakers’ Union and some of their
members who work at McDonald’s.
“They explained that although they
have long campaigned for better
pay and working conditions, the
corporation has not addressed their
concerns.”
The Bakers, Food and Allied Workers
Union (BFAWU) said in statement:
“Workers have found themselves living
on low wages with no guarantee of
hours.
“This has been viewed by some as
punishment for joining a union, and has
seen employees struggle to meet their
rent payments, whilst some have even
lost their homes.”
A spokesman for McDonald’s
said: “We are proud of our people at
McDonald’s, they are at the heart of all
we do and we work hard to ensure that
our teams are treated fairly.”
(Source: Evening Standard)

Exchange postcard
Pratt still not wealthy enough.
Australia’s richest man Anthony
Pratt’s company, the cardboard
box and recycling giant Visy is suing
almost 70 workers and the Australian
Manufacturing Workers’ Union (AMWU)
over claims of unlawful industrial action.
Mr Pratt who has an estimated $12.6
billion fortune is taking the workers and
the AMWU to the federal court seeking
fines and compensation.
Lawyers for the company claim
a dispute over a new alcohol and
drug policy led to workers refusing to
perform overtime for a number of days
in July.
Visy says it stood aside two delegates
pending disciplinary proceedings last
month, which it alleges led to a mass
meeting and about half the workforce
taking strike action on 25 July.
The case will go to mediation before
proceeding to a hearing. (Source: SMH)

Not so golden arches
McDonald’s could face its first strike
on British soil after workers at two
restaurants backed calls for industrial
action. Staff at restaurants in Cambridge
and Crayford voted overwhelmingly in

Segregation: It’s not over yet
In New York the electronics company
B&H Photo Video has agreed to pay
$3,220,000 to settle a discrimination
suit filed by the Department of
Labor that charged the retail giant
with implementing unfair hiring,
compensation, and promotion
practices at its warehouse in the
Brooklyn Navy Yard. The amount, as
the department announced yesterday,
will be paid in back wages and other
monetary relief to over 1300 affected
individuals.
The Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs (OFCCP) had
filed a 33 page complaint in February
2016 that outlined 15 violations of how
the workforce at the facility — one of
two it owns in Brooklyn — was divided
along racial lines. The document
accused B&H of exclusively hiring
Hispanic men to fill entry level jobs,
thereby discriminating against female
and black and Asian jobseekers. It
also claimed that Hispanic workers
were paid significantly less than white
workers with comparable duties
and were also denied opportunities
for promotions. Additionally, these
men allegedly had to use segregated
restrooms and were often subject to
verbal harassment, including racist
comments, which went ignored by
management. (Source: Hyperallergic)
Compiled by

John Quessy
Secretary

Our exchange has taken place in
we visited Universal Studios, Disneyland
a small town called Leamington,
and Harry Potter. During our summer
Ontario. Known as the Tomato Capital
break, we travelled throughout the United
of Canada, Leamington is a rural
States, enjoying the sights of New York,
municipality in Windsor-Essex County.
Washington, Pennsylvania, Baltimore,
Detroit is only 40 minutes away and
Detroit and the theme parks in Ohio. We
being so close to the United States
also spent much of our August exploring
border has enabled us to travel between Canada, namely Niagara Falls, Quebec,
the two countries regularly.
Montreal and Ottawa.
When we arrived in January, we spent the
One of the reasons that I decided to
first couple of months trying not to freeze
participate in a teaching exchange was not
(even though apparently the climate in this
only to learn more about the education
area is ‘mild’) and settling ourselves into
system, but also to expose my three
the area and our three children into their
children to a different culture and to meet
respective schools. Since I am fortunate
new people.
enough to live in a house that is directly
They have definitely gotten the most out
across the road from the school I teach at, I
of their year here. They have been involved
have enjoyed not having to commute and
in local sports teams (soccer and baseball)
not having to rush to get to work!
and they have immersed themselves fully in
I am teaching English at a school called
their school communities, as they offer more
Cardinal Carter Catholic Secondary School,
extra-curricular activities here. Initially, my
which caters for students
husband and I were worried
“It has been the about uprooting our kids away
from Grades 9 to 12. The
school has approximately
best learning from everyone and everything
500 students and consists of
know and taking them
experience we they
a very passionate and caring
halfway across the world to an
could ever have unknown place.
teaching staff.
Initially, I had to adjust to
However, it has been the
given them.”
the different schedule; I teach
best learning experience we
the same three classes each day for 75
could ever have given them. They have
minutes each period. At first, this seemed
made lifelong friends and learnt to adapt to
a little mundane, but within a few weeks, I
new situations better than we ever thought
grew to see (and enjoy) the advantage that
they could.
this fixed schedule offers. We are able to
It’s hard to believe that it’s already
get through so much more content without October. We just celebrated Thanksgiving
interruptions.
and are now preparing for Halloween,
The students at my school come from
where we are anticipating 400 trick or
a variety of backgrounds and are similar in
treaters in our estate!
ability to the students at my school back
For anyone considering a teaching
home, so the initial transition was smooth.
exchange in the future, particularly
The curriculum here is more literature
those with younger children, I strongly
based and less reliant on technology, so I
recommend you consider it. It has been a
had to adjust my teaching style accordingly. truly incredible experience for our family
We have been fortunate enough to travel that we will never forget.
extensively while we have been in Canada.
During the March break, we enjoyed a
Maria Oliverio St Joseph’s Catholic High
week in sunny Orlando, Florida, where
School, Albion Park
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Teacher exchange

A complete life experience
NSW and ACT teachers embarking on
the IEU Teacher Exchange Program next
year attended an orientation day at the
Department of Education in Sydney.
The day covered a variety of topics,
from financial support to networking skills
to housekeeping. Most teachers at the
orientation were preparing for their first
exchange, but there were a number who
were back for their second or even third!
Physical education teacher Mark Steele
from Central Coast Grammar School is
preparing for his second exchange to Canada,
to British Columbia. Mark said that “the first
time was so great, once just isn’t enough.” He
described the exchange program as “a whole
complete life experience, more than just an
educational one”.

English teacher Richard Murray, departing
for Ottawa, was introduced to the program
by an exchange teacher at his school. He
was inspired by how he and his wife really
made the most of their time in Australia.
“They had a fantastic time. They bought
a four wheel drive and every weekend they
were going somewhere. They saw more
of Newcastle in a year than I’ve seen in my
whole life!”
Tara Cassidy, from Mt Carmel School,
although “terrified” of the cold climate
waiting for her in Canada, was compelled
by the “opportunity for a bit of professional
development while travelling and meeting
new people.” She said she hopes this will
involve “a bit of networking with other
teachers, finding out what other schools are

doing in other countries and bringing that
back to my classroom.”
Amy Haydon, a History teacher from
St Joseph’s Regional College, was excited
by the prospect of an entirely new living
environment. “We’re in Calgary which is a
lot bigger than what we’re used to in Port
Macquarie. The population of Calgary is
around 1 million and Port Macquarie is only
60,000.”
Going on teacher exchange has always
been on the agenda for Emma and
Adam Kelly. “It’s something we’ve been
talking about since we first got together.”
Emma says. The pair said they feel like it’s
the perfect time for them to embark on
the journey now that their children are
adults. “We just thought we’d throw in an

A taste of politics
Canadian exchange teacher Sue Busato
was a guest at the IEUA NSW/ACT Branch
AGM in October, getting a taste of the
political and industrial issues affecting
education in Australia.
Sue is on exchange at St Bernard’s Primary
School Batehaven. She’s from Guelph in
Ontario and on her first visit to Australia.
“It’s been amazing, the area is so beautiful
and the staff and community have been so
open and lovely.”
Teaching Year 4 in Australia is not that
different to teaching in Canada, despite the
different curriculum, Sue said.
14
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“Kids are kids. After 20 years teaching, I just
wanted to do something different and see
how teaching is done in a different part of
the world.”
Travelling alone, Sue said her colleagues
have supported her all the way.
“There was a bushfire quite near the
school and we got sent home early. I didn’t
know what to do but some teachers helped
me prepare and explained what might
happen.”
Sue said issues raised at the AGM were
similar to many challenges facing Canadian
teachers.

application and see how it goes!”
The day was an opportunity for teachers
to get to know each other, to listen and
learn from current and recently returned
exchange teachers,
gain the confidence to enter their new
social, learning and natural environments
and finally meet Exchange coordinator
Helen Gregory.
Applications are still being taken for
2019; and remember if you did apply for a
match for 2018 and were unsuccessful, you
will be given priority for the next round of
matching if you are still keen to reactivate
your application. Call Helen Gregory on
8202 8900 or 1800 467 943 or email
helen@ieu.asn.au for an application.

Early Childhood Conference:

BUSTING THE MYTHS
“The conference
reignites the spirit in
terms of advocacy
for the field.”

A large audience at the Mercure Sydney busted
some ridiculous myths and gained some fascinating
facts during the IEU’s Early Childhood Conference in
September.
Conference Convenor Tina Smith said the idea for the
conference, which attracted about 150 participants, arose
from the persistent myths that circulate about the sector.
In his opening address, IEU Secretary John Quessy took
one of those myths head on: “One of those things we know
is wrong includes comments by Federal Senator David
Leyonhjelm on February this year that early childhood
teachers are not real teachers but spend their time ‘wiping
noses and stopping kids from killing each other”.
“This statement is an appalling belittling of the positive
commitment made by those who devote their working lives
to early education and care. It is ill-informed, inaccurate and
insulting,” John said.
“But it points the way politicians are thinking and the way
the current government is trying to take public discussion
in regard to what they call ‘child care’. Both the word
‘education’ and the concept of learning have been lost
from their rhetoric and their interest.”
Keynote speaker Professor Judy Atkinson presented
on the way early childhood teachers assist children with
development trauma.

Julia Cameron, Director Werris Creek and District
Preschool, said the presentation was “really inspiring” and
touched on issues that affected not only early childhood
but the whole community.
Keynote Merise Bickley, Head of Early Childhood at NESA,
unpacked the important facts on accreditation for the sector.
IEU Industrial Officer Michael Wright spoke of the
potentially ground breaking Equal Remuneration Orders
case being prosecuted by the IEU at the Fair Work
Commission.
This case is based on the idea that early childhood
teachers are discriminated against because they are mostly
women.
“Historically, women’s work, especially when it has a
caring element, has been undervalued and underpaid,”
Michael said.
If the IEU wins the case, the Fair Work Commission will
make equal remuneration orders which should lift wages in
the sector.
Opposition Early Childhood Minister Kate Washington
addressed the myth that early childhood teachers were
‘babysitters’, talking of the importance of early education to
society at large, and particularly creating equality in society.
She also addressed the inadequacies of Start Strong
and the problems of government planning laws in relation

to the development of early childhood facilities. Her
presentation can be viewed on the IEU YouTube channel:
Part 1: https://youtu.be/G5OCR4DK1ZY Part 2: https://youtu.
be/Qj8XgpJmv9k
Melinda Gambley, Director Clunes Preschool, said the
conference provided a great opportunity for people from
regional areas to network, share thoughts and plan some
advocacy on behalf of the sector.
Emma Cullen, Director Abbotsford Long Day Care Centre,
said the varied speakers provided different viewpoints and
opened up new possibilities for teachers.
“Judy surprised me with her content which was so
powerful and almost confronting, but a great way to get
teachers thinking.”
“The conference reignites the spirit in terms of advocacy
for the field.”
Conference workshops covered varied issues such as
superannuation, yoga and mindfulness, building positive
relationships with parents and children, self care and
accreditation.
For in depth coverage see November issue of Bedrock.
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The IEU
continues
to honour
its loyal and
long-serving
members in
workplaces all
over NSW and
the ACT with
30-year badges.

Judge
and Giant
talk of
inclusion
Hosted by IEU Executive member
Tina Ruello and her colleagues, Union
members gathered at Catherine McAuley
Westmead on 19 October for this year’s
IEU western Sydney women’s forum.
The keynote speaker at the forum was
NSW Supreme Court Justice Julia Lonergan
who spoke of her experiences growing up
in Parramatta and her professional journey
as a barrister and now as a Judge. Julia also
referred to her challenges, as a wife and the
mother of two daughters, in balancing her
family and professional roles.
Key gender justice issues identified by
Julia included the persistent gender pay
gap (now at 15.3%), lack of access to secure
and valued flexible work arrangements, and
the ever increasing workload pressures for
most employees, including in the law and in
education, which make it difficult to balance
work and family/carer responsibilities.
As part of a panel session at the forum,IEU
member and AFLW Giants Amanda Farrugia
spoke on the importance of inclusive
language and how at the Giants there is a

focus on respect, diversity and inclusion.
She said that there is an atmosphere at
the Giants where sexist language can be
challenged and players and staff feel open
in calling out issues which may cause them
concern.
Appreciation is expressed to NGS Super
for their presence and input at the forum
and for their ongoing valuable support for
IEU women and equity initiatives, especially
in regional areas.
IEU members at the Westmead forum
valued the opportunity to receive updates
on significant workplace gender equality
issues and to share their own issues and
concerns. The presence and input of
speakers Justice Julia Lonergan and Amanda
Farrugia was greatly appreciated and
members indicated their wish to continue
to engage with the IEU to advance gender
equality in the workplace, in the community
and at national and global levels.

Jennifer Byfield was honoured for
care, which she said was difficult. “They
her 30 years’ commitment to the IEU
wouldn’t even talk to the Union.”
during the Early Childhood Conference
Now she is happily back on the floor
in September.
at Elizabeth Street Preschool and loving
She was presented with her 30 year
teaching again.
badge in front of conference participants
“I didn’t want to end my days sitting in
by President Christine Wilkinson.
the office asking people for money,”
Jennifer began her career at
she said.
“I didn’t want Her long commitment to
The Infants’ Home in Ashfield
before spending six years in
to end my the IEU has provided her with
Paris working as an au pair. She
when dealing with parent
days sitting support
returned to Australia to start
committees that “didn’t really
a family and was a founding
in the office know what their roles were”.
director at Kootingal Preschool, asking people “I had to deal with them
serving a small village near
wanting to lay off staff at the end
for money” of the year and re-employ them
Tamworth.
There she served for 18 years
in January, so they didn’t have to
as teacher/director of 20 children before her
pay for Christmas holidays.”
husband’s career lead the family to North
IEU also supported her when she broke
Richmond, where she worked in long day
her ankle and had Workers Comp issues.
care for 13 years.
A regular at the Early Childhood
Jennifer admits she is now surprised
Conference, Jenifer said she always finds it
she survived that long in private long day
“challenging and motivating”.

Pam Smith Women’s Committee Convenor

Just trust me...
Bernadette Baker

Vice President Catholic Systemic Schools

The ongoing and seemingly unending
campaign is frustrating. The strong
message from members with whom I have
spoken is ‘what are they afraid of'?
Purporting to practice Catholic values,
promoting them in schools and being good
social citizens, stands in stark contradiction
to the employers’ methodology of
negotiating with staff and our nominated
representative – the Union.
Pope Francis exhorts all people to respect
the dignity of the human person, especially
in regard to employment matters and is
a strong advocate for the solidarity of the
worker.
16
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It is ironic that the reason for this dispute
is how we solve disputes. However, there
are other significant unresolved issues still
outstanding, including class sizes in Sydney.
As a Union we are still awaiting a proposed
agreement that can be properly negotiated.
Several attempts have been made to identify
how we can find common ground, however
this is falling on deaf ears.
Industrial action is going to happen, in
many forms – stoppages, rallies, wearing a
badge or communicating with the wider
community.
Promote the discussion in your workplace
and support your colleagues, and look at
how you can make your dissatisfaction
known because we have not fallen for the
‘just trust me’ line.

New school – reps share the load
Brand new school St Anthony of Padua Primary School Austral will see
Reps Jenna O’Donnell and Jennifer Thornton sharing the role.
Both were reps at their previous schools (St Joseph’s Riverwood and St Joseph’s,
Moorebank respectively) and are happy to share the load at their new posting.

Facebook feedback

Join the conversation facebook.com/ieunswact
Secret teacher - my school’s behaviour policy makes
me feel powerless
Cath: Get rid of detentions and get to the root cause of
the behaviour. See Dr Louise Porter, Alfie Kohn, Robin
Grille and the like for strategies. Have leadership teams in
schools support a guidance approach.
What’s it like to be a teacher?
Sarah: No one can actually prepare you for the many
out of work hours jobs there are to complete. Marking
and admin and justifying your work hours to get paid. So
many systems to navigate.
Chris: Teaching is the only profession I know where
someone who has been doing it one month is expected
to get the same results as someone who’s being teaching
20 years. Which, if you think about it, is absolutely
ludicrous.
Three-quarters of school staff say ‘relentless’ work
has caused health problems
Bini: The weekend is no longer ‘free time’.
Simon: We received a directive from our Catholic
Schools Office today that we were to be handed a first
aid manual today and workbook to complete over the
holidays ready for our first aid PD day on the first day
back next term.
Stop ignoring teachers when we say our students
don’t need more tests
Jannelle: No to standardised testing. Our kids deserve
better than this.
Cath: Couldn’t agree more. Maybe the money would be
better spent in preparing teachers better for the teaching
of literacy and numeracy.
Carole: Do they really believe that teachers aren’t doing
this already? Will they increase funding to allow for
more LSUs in every school? Or more Reading Recovery
teachers? What’s really needed is more teachers and
smaller class sizes, more money for under resourced
schools and teacher training, more teacher mentoring,
less reporting, less meetings. More in class support for
students with significant special needs, better still, more
units within schools to cater for those students so that
inclusion isn’t putting other students' learning at risk.
Year 1 students could soon have to do a new reading
and maths test
Claude: They should leave us alone. We are
professionals and know what we are doing and what to
do. Stop making us test and just let us teach!
Jennifer: Data to prove what a teacher already knows
followed by more pressure but no resources with which
to help the actual students. Bravo! Money well spent!
Melanie: We already have methods to track student
growth in the Parramatta Diocese. We do the MAI
(Maths Assessment Interview) at the beginning of
every school year for every child, and we do Marie
Clay’s Observational Survey for K-2. Introducing more
standardised tests removes the autonomy of schools to
cater for the needs of our students and simply provides
data for non-educators to criticise!
Rosalie: Marie Clay’s Observation Survey should only be
administered to students who are potentially going to
become part of the Reading Recovery Intervention.
Melanie: The full survey is administered to all Kindy
students and potential reading recovery students. A
smaller selection is administered to Year 1, followed by
Year 2 completing only the running records.

Caesarean births linked to developmental delays in
later life, study finds using NAPLAN results
Kate: My immediate reaction is that correlation does
not equal causation – caesarean births tend to happen
in more high risk pregnancies, which accounts for the
delays later on and may be the contributing factor
(instead of the method of birth). I am a caesarean birth
and so is my brother. Both of us have IQs in the top
1% and no delays. I would also argue that being born
prematurely (associated with many C-section births)
accounts for initial developmental issues. It is unethical
to use NAPLAN results in medical research and raises
dilemmas about informed consent and the release of
results. I am reluctant to let my own children sit for the
exams as the data is so readily available to others.
Peta: How many other variables existed in between birth
and NAPLAN and were these considered?
Andrew: Also, there’s the naive belief present here
that educational tests might measure something other
than the ability to perform well on tests. However, any
contemporary educator knows that an IQ test measures
your ability to do well on an IQ test; and a NAPLAN test
measures your ability to do well on a NAPLAN test.
Hayley: On the radio, the person doing the research
also said that nothing beats the positive impact that a
student will get from spending time with your own child
and engaging them. But I also laughed when heard that
NAPLAN results were used.
James: In other news, all people of low IQ have been
found to drink tap water. This is just plain silly. All three
of my kids were caesarian births. I’m quite sure that the
breech birth child and the foetal distress child would
have had far worse scores if a natural birth proceeded,
because they would have died. (The third is just what
you do after two!).
Susan: Rubbish about C-sections causing low NAPLAN
scored. All of my children are C-sections and two out
of the three have done NAPLAN scoring bands 5, 6 and
above.
Deb: Maybe now the general public will gain some insight
into the real worth of NAPLAN and the bureaucrats
that report on it. Two caesarean births - both humans
beautiful and intelligent. One in third year of a Psychology
degree with distinction average and one studying
Biomedical Science who aims to be a pediatric heart
surgeon. The only way these two humans have been
developmentally delayed is in their inability to grasp
the stupidity of the bureaucracy until they were at least
10. This study should be treated with the contempt it
deserves, as should those spreading the nonsense that is
so-called research. Rant finished.
IEU Early Childhood Conference
Gabrielle: It’s always a wonderful day – excellent PD and
a chance to collaborate with others. Thanks to the IEU for
their continued investment in early childhood education
and the ongoing fight for pay parity.
Narelle: As always it was a wonderful day with inspiring
presenters. Also, a good opportunity for us to hear all
about the work the IEU are continuing to do on our
behalf – thank you to all involved.
The emotional workload of teachers is too often
ignored
Carolyn: Not only the emotional load for teachers, but
for every school support staff working in the classroom.
Angela: It’s the unrelenting pressure that is sometimes
just too much.

Catholic systemic schools video update
Simon: A very bizarre reason from CCER to stall progress
on this. Let’s hope protected action can proceed to
resolve this quickly.
Debbie: Time to strike....
Ornella: Bullying tactics... if you don’t sign you won’t get
your pay increase till next year. Seriously!
Donna: this whole thing is becoming a huge joke ...
Stephanie: They make the Union fight so hard that the
Union can only focus on a few issues and that way all
sorts of rubbish ends up in the enterprise agreement that
is unfair.
Janine: Stay firm! I’m tired of the injustice.
Prove teaching skills or fail course
Commodore: Doesn’t the Practicum component of the
Dip Ed cover this? If you fail it, you won’t graduate.
Ren: Dip Ed doesn’t even exist now. You have to
complete a two-year course called Master of Teaching.
It is a joke. You learn on the job and no amount of study
will prepare you for what school is.
Maddy: It applies to the Masters too. I had to do two five
week blocks and have the supervising teacher pass me as
part of my degree. This isn’t new.
Sue: Puts even more pressure on supervising teachers in
schools. Unis are really struggling to find placements as it
is. Any thoughts as to how this part of the process will be
addressed? How do students feel about losing their teacher
for for weeks while a preservice teacher tries their best?
Kim: Are they insane? More than 50% of graduates leave
the profession within the first five years as the workloads
and expectations are impossible - where will they find
teachers?
Donna: I would like to see standards applied to
thosewho may become a politician. Surely a minimum
level of education and competence should apply to
them too, right?
Sherryl: What I am hearing on this podcast is so
unrealistic and a nightmare to implement. Given that
supervising teachers get just $30 a day at the moment,
supervising this assessment will be not worth it.
Besides, the supervising teacher is the one who is legally
responsible for the class, how is this assessment going to
work. Far too more hoops to go through.
Tony: Graduating with a teaching qualification from a
university is one thing, proving that you are worthy to
move from provisional to full registration with a state
based teacher association is another. It is like making
a trained dog jump through hoops when they are
swimming!
School visit: Meryl Swanson MP and Andrew Giles MP
Janene: My team and I look after 140 students with a
range of funded disabilities from Years 7-12 and have
completed 300 PP Tools this year. These disabilities range
from severe physical disabilities, cognitive disabilities to
the ever-increasing range of mental illnesses.
The amount of time that this has taken and continues
to take is outrageous. Teachers have a lot to deal with
today and if this time was actually put into working with
the students to engage in meaningful learning activities
and working collaboratively with classroom teachers to
prepare effective lessons and resources I honestly think
that some of disengaged behaviours we see would not
exist.

Big cheque
IEU member Bryan Rowe was able to secure $8349 in funding from
the Community Building Partnership Grants for the construction of a
Yarning Circle at his school, San Clemente High School, Mayfield.
He’s pictured receiving the money from State Member for
Newcastle Tim Crakanthorp.
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NGS Super scholarship winners
To celebrate World Teacher’s Day
on 27 October, NGS Super announced
the winners of its 2017 NGS Super
Scholarship Awards, nurturing the
professional development of those in
the independent education sector.
Formerly known as the Dedicated to the
Dedicated Awards, the awards encourage
the professional development of teachers,
support staff and management staff of
non government schools, while further
enhancing the education sector.
Six scholarships have been awarded
to NGS Super members to help them
undertake a professional development
course, project, or study tour of their
choice. Winners were determined by NGS
Super’s panel of judges, made up of board
members and senior management.

The winners of NGS Super’s six
$5000 scholarships are:
Teacher category winners
Cynthia Jobe-Parker, teacher, Lakes
Grammar (NSW)
Brett Salakis, teacher, MLC School (NSW)
Margaret Jordan, teacher, Abbotsleigh (NSW)
Management category winner
Mark Fielding, Director of Global Programs,
St Stephen’s School (WA)
Support staff category winner
Victor Calleja, Library Assistant St Columba
College (SA)
Judges choice award
Peter Garside, Teacher, Abbotsleigh (NSW)
Anthony Rodwell-Ball, Chief Executive
Officer of NGS Super congratulates this
year’s winners for their inspiring vision

and commended all applicants on their
commitment to bettering not only their
careers and their schools, but also the
education sector at large.
“Each year, we are amazed by the calibre
of outstanding applications we receive from
teachers, management and support staff
alike; all who are united in their vision to
enrich the education sector,” Mr RodwellBall said.
NGS Super will be following its winner’s
journeys and helping to further promote
their proposed projects and share their
individual outcomes.
“It’s wonderful to see the extent to which
NGS Super’s scholarships is contributing
to the community as a result of the
extraordinary outcomes achieved by our
winners and the positive effects it has on

their lives. We’ve had some great success
stories over the past year and look forward
to continuing this trend for years to come.
“NGS Super is a strong advocate for
those in the education sector and we’re
committed to supporting our members
and providing opportunities for them to
continue their professional development
so they can continue creating real change
in the sector and wider community,” Mr
Rodwell-Ball added.
For information on the award
winners and their submissions see
www.ngssuper.com.au/winners

Congratulations to
scholarship winner
Rosanne Pugh, Director at KU Ourimbah Preschool
and Children’s Centre was the winner of the 2017
Premier’s Early Childhood Education Scholarship,
worth $10,000.
Rosanne will use her NSW Premier’s Scholarship to study
how reconciliation and sustainability go hand in hand.
She will undertake a month long study tour in Australia
and New Zealand, visiting schools, universities and
centres which practice excellence in sustainability and
reconciliation. Rosanne also won the Australian Council for
Educational Leaders (ACEL) Leadership Award for 2017.
IEU wishes to congratulate member Rosanne on her
achievement. Look out for more on Rosanne in future
editions of Bedrock.

Giveaways

Saffron and Silk:
An Australian in India
The Strength Switch
Author: Dr Lea Waters
Publisher: Ebury Press
One copy to give away

This book shows us the extraordinary results of
focusing on our children’s strengths rather than always
trying to correct their weaknesses. Most parents struggle
with this shift because they suffer from a negativity
bias, thanks to evolutionary development, giving them
‘strengths blindness’. By showing us how to throw the
‘strengths switch’, Lea Waters demonstrates how we can
not only help our children build resilience, optimism, and
achievement but we can also help inoculate them against
today’s pandemic of depression and anxiety.

Unfolding Journeys:
Secrets of the Nile

Author: Stewart Ross
Illustrator: Vanina Starkoff
Publisher: Lonely Planet Kids
Three copies to give away
Unfold the adventure of a lifetime as you sail up the
longest river in the world. This sensational fold out frieze
and can be removed and displayed. Jump aboard and
get ready for an unforgettable journey along the River
Nile. From the golden beaches of the Mediterranean,
travel upstream to explore the cultural, historical and
natural wonders of ancient and modern Egypt.

Author: Dr Anne Benjamin
Publisher: David Lovell Publishing
One copy (with author dedication) to give away
Saffron and Silk opens with a wedding between two
unlikely lovers: a handsome 30 something Indian born
development worker and a Catholic academic from
Sydney. Out of character with her background and normal
demeanour, the bride has left the predictability of her life
in Australia to marry and live in the South Indian city of
Chennai. Throughout Saffron and Silk, readers enter into
the bride’s new family and their Kerala origins and into
some of the rich culture of Tamil legends and history. She
shares her struggles and frustrations as a ‘foreign wife’ and
her insights into both the domestic minutiae of everyday
life and the macro challenges of poverty.

Email entries to giveaways@ieu.asn.au with the giveaway you are entering in the subject line and your name,
membership number and address in the body of the email. All entries to be received by 27 November 2017.
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United members
staying strong
Chris Wilkinson
President

Be more like the banks?

No thanks
Bernard O’Connor
NGS Super

Let’s face it – compulsory superannuation
for all Australian workers only came
about as a result of a strong push by the
union movement culminating in the
1992 introduction of a mandatory super
payment of 3% of income.
Before that time super was mainly
the prerogative of the wealthy and the
public service only. Industry funds were
established with the introduction of
compulsory super for all workers and
with this innovation came the governing
principle of equal representation on
industry fund boards.
This means an equal number of
employer appointed directors and
employee appointed directors make
the important decisions regarding
their membership. This model has
served workers well with industry funds
significantly outperforming retail (bank
owned) funds over the medium and long
terms providing a more comfortable and
dignified retirement for their members.
During the 10 year period to June 2017
(which includes the GFC), the average
industry fund (default option) returned
5.2% per annum; the average retail or bank
owned funds have returned 4.4% for the
same period. (Chant West Press Release
19/7/2017)
Yet, the government persists in attacking
industry funds by introducing bills to break
the equal representation structure and
requiring industry fund boards to have one
third of directors classified as ‘independent’
and the board chair as an ‘independent’.
The Trustee Governance Bill, which was
defeated in the Senate in 2015, is again
being brought forward as a viable model
by the government. Financial Services
Minister Kelly O’Dwyer promised in 2016
to “lift superannuation funds to at least
the same standard as other financial

services organisations like banks and
insurance companies”. Yet in the past
two years, “banks and related parties have
paid around $480 million in refunds and
compensation to customers as a result
of admitted or alleged misconduct” said
Matt Lindon of ISA.* No need to mention
the bank scandals, but the irony of the
statement is glaring!
Wouldn’t it be great if common sense
prevailed in the world of politics in relation
to superannuation? Do we really want our
industry funds to operate more like big
banks? And why is there such an ideological
bent against industry super funds when
they have outperformed the bank owned
funds over significant periods of time?
After all, there is a common goal and that
is to provide the best possible retirement
outcomes for all Australian workers and
their dependants.
The Australian Institute of
Superannuation Trustees (AIST) CEO,
Eva Scheerlinck, stated in a recent media
release, “The removal of the equal
representation model from the legislation
will remove the guaranteed voice of the
members and the employers, which
currently ensures a balance in decision
making and a true understanding of the
membership.”
The AIST has recommended that the
Senate again reject the ideologically driven
push by the government to mandate a
new governance model for industry funds
as empirical evidence says the structure
is functioning well in producing superior
returns for members.
And a final word from Industry Super
Australia’s Matt Linden, “Industry super
funds on average have consistently
outperformed bank owned retail funds
on member returns; invested in vital
nation building projects; and fought for
the economic security of older women,
fairer pension changes, and consumer
protections in financial advice”.
*More like the banks, no thanks! Matt
Linden (ISA Press Release 10 October 2017)

Important information: The information in this article is general information only and
does not take into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making
a financial decision, please assess the appropriateness of the information to your
individual circumstances, read the Produce Disclosure Statement for any product you
may be thinking of acquiring and consider seeking personal advice. Past performance is
not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any opinions are those of the author and
do not necessarily reflect the view of NGS Super.)
Matt Linden (ISA Press Release 10 October 2017)

As I write this report hundreds of
members from Catholic systemic
schools are taking industrial action in
relation to unresolved issues in the
work practices agreements.
These issues include the right to
arbitration and the protection of
members’ right to file access where
there have been reportable conduct
allegations.
I am confident that these stop work
meetings will be well supported by
members as the IEU continues to
negotiate to achieve a positive outcome
and a long awaited pay rise.
It has been a busy start to Term 4 as
we settle back into the final 10 weeks of
the school year for 2017.
The HSC is over now. I am sure the
students will be relieved and look
forward to results in December. A huge
part of their success must be attributed
to the hard working teachers who
encourage, support and give them the
confidence to believe in themselves to
achieve their goals. Congratulations to
all teachers and support staff for your
dedication and hard work throughout
the year.
I take this opportunity to congratulate
Simon Goss who was the successful
candidate to fill the IEU general

executive position. Simon brings to
this position a wealth of experience,
having been a delegate to Council for
many years. He is currently Chapter Rep
and President of the Riverina branch.
Myself and members of the Executive
welcome Simon and we look forward to
working with him over the coming year.
Thank you to the other candidates who
stood for this position.
The IEU Environment Conference
was held in Sydney on 20 October
and once again was an outstanding
success. The special guest speakers,
Costa Georgiadis and Kirsty Costa,
were absolute hits with the 120 plus
participants and the workshops offered
lots of new and innovative ideas that
can be used in all school settings.
Congratulations to Convenor Gloria
Taylor and the committee for the
work and planning that went into this
successful conference.
The final branch meetings for 2017 are
happening now, so make an attempt to
attend your branch meeting. You will
be very welcome and it’s a great way to
connect with members from your area
and schools.
If you don't manage this year, make
it a priority for 2018 to become a more
active member and really become
involved with the IEU.
Enjoy Term 4, and keep up the good
work.

IEUA NSW/ACT Branch Executive
John Quessy
Secretary
Gloria Taylor
Deputy Secretary
Carol Matthews
Assistant Secretary
Mark Northam
Assistant Secretary
Chris Wilkinson
President
St Joseph’s Catholic College
East Gosford
Louise Glase
Vice President Non-Systemic
St Patrick’s College Campbelltown
Bernadette Baker
Vice President Systemic
St Mary’s Cathedral College Sydney
Carolyn Collins
Vice President Support Staff
St Michael's Primary School Nowra
Gabrielle Connell
Vice President ECS
Albury Preschool Kindergarten
Leah Godfrey
Vice President ACT
St Thomas The Apostle Primary School
Kambah
Peter Moore
Financial Officer
De La Salle College Cronulla
Marie MacTavish

Financial Officer
St Joseph’s Primary School
East Maitland
General Executive Members
John O’Neill
Carroll College Broulee
Jeff Pratt
Mount St Patrick’s College Murwillumbah
Suzanne Penson
Mackillop College Port Macquarie
Ross Conlon
O’Connor Catholic High School Armidale
Helen Templeton
Presbyterian Ladies College Armidale
Denise McHugh
NESA Consultant
Patricia Murnane
McCarthy Catholic College Emu Plains
Caroline McCaffrie
Our Lady of the Sacred Heart College
Kensington
Tina Ruello
Catherine McAuley College Westmead
Simon Goss
Holy Spirit School Lavington

Our locations
Sydney 485-501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 (02) 8202 8900
Parramatta Level 2, 18-20 Ross Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 (02) 8202 8900
Newcastle 8-14 Telford Street, Newcastle East NSW 2302 (02) 4926 9400
Lismore 4 Carrington Street, Lismore NSW 2480 (02) 6623 4700
ACT Unit 8, 40 Brisbane Avenue, Barton ACT 2600 (02) 6120 1500
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SIGN UP A
COLLEAGUE TODAY

Stay Strong. Stand up. Have a voice.
Join 30,000 other members and be heard
02 8202 8900

membership@ieu.asn.au

GROWING
YOUR WEALTH
STARTS WITH
KNOWING MORE
Members have asked for
more straightforward and
engaging information
on personal finance and
investing.
So your new online Knowledge Centre
is designed to help you better
understand the subjects most important
to you. Contributors including ABC
Finance presenter, Alan Kohler, address
subjects such as how to make your super
work harder, investing in property or
the finance markets, better budgeting,
and retirement planning tips. You can
personalise the site to focus on the
issues top of mind for you right now.

Disclaimer: SuperRatings does not issue, sell, guarantee or
underwrite this product. Go to www.superratings.com.au
for details of its ratings criteria.

Disclaimer: For further information about the methodology
used by Chant West, see www.chantwest.com.au

Your fund.
Your wealth.
Your future.
Issued by NGS Super Pty Limited ABN 46 003 491 487 AFSL No 233 154 the trustee of NGS Super ABN 73 549 180 515
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3391 (0917)

It’s free and exclusive for members, so go
to ngssuper.com.au/knowledge,
register and see how a little more
knowledge can help you make the right
choices as you grow your wealth.

